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COE SIDELESS TRIPLE
FUNCTION TRAYS
GC AMERICA

Coe Sideless Triple
Function Impression
Tray is a two-part
bite registration tray
made out of
disposable plastic for
use with all types of impression materials. 
These can be used as either 50 quadrant or 
25 full arch trays.

50/Pkg.
8190370 [150001]

ALFA TRIPLE TRAY
PREMIER

Premier Alfa Triple Tray
full-arch alginate
impression making that is
ideal for full-mouth
alginate impressions taken
for the fabrication of
custom trays, whitening trays, study models,
nightguards, athletic guards and as a matrix for
temporaries. Alfa can also be used with alginate
substitute VPS material. All Premier Triple Tray
designs have very thin, loose webbing, which will
not distort when the patient closes.

24/Pkg.
8785022 Small [1006313]
8785024 Medium [1006323]
8785026 Large [1006333]

Assorted: 5 Small, 14 Medium, 5 Large Trays
8785028 [1006343]

CHECK-BITE
TRIPLE FUNCTION TRAYS
GC AMERICA

These trays perform three impression techniques 
in one easy step: accurate impression, counter
impression of opposing arch, and precise bite 
registration.  Check-Bite trays cover more than half
the arch area, resulting in multiple bite registration
points for more accurate articulation.

50/Box
8190310 Posterior Style #73D [257350]

40/Box
8190312 Anterior Style #75D [257540]

3-WAY IMPRESSION TRAY
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Sultan 3-Way Disposable
Impression Trays ensure accuracy
in capturing simultaneous master
impressions, counter impressions
and bite registrations.

Intro Assortment: 8 each Posterior,
Quadrant, Anterior, Sideless Posterior, 
Wide Body Posterior
9514005 40/Pkg. [AD33000]

35/Pkg.
9513999 Quadrant [AD33003]
9514001 Anterior [AD33001]

40/Pkg.
9514007 Wide Body Posterior [AD33005]

50/Pkg.
9513997 Posterior [AD33002]
9514003 Sideless Posterior [AD33004]

TRIPLE FUNCTION
TRAYS

ALL-IN-ONE DISPOSABLE
IMPRESSION TRAY
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby All-In-One Impression Trays are among the
best dual-arch impression trays you will find.
Designed to capture simultaneous master
impressions, counter impressions, and bite
impressions, cutting chair time in half. These trays
produce predictably accurate impressions, and the
crown always fits with little or no adjustment. Tray
designs have very thin, loose webbing which will
not distort during use, combined with today’s
advanced impression materials, provides you with
ideal impression with incredible accuracy time
after time.

30/Box
9500503 Full Arch

35/Box
9500500 Anterior
9500508 Quadrant

50/Box
9500505 Posterior
9500506 Sideless Posterior
9500504 Posterior Wide Body

TRAY AWAYS
KEYSTONE INDUSTRIES

Tray Aways are disposable
impression trays for use
with alginate or other types
of impression materials
where detailed reproduction
and dimensionally stable
results are final. They are
made from rigid, high-
impact styrene. They trays
assist in generating a
consistent, unsurpassed impression free of
distortion or bite through. Tray Aways have
smooth, rounded edges, interior retention slots,
and vertical perforations.

12/Pkg.
Perforated
8096150 #1 Large Upper [0921884]
8096152 #2 Large Lower [0921887]
8096154 #3 Medium Upper [0921885]
8096156 #4 Medium Lower [0921888]
8096158 #5 Small Upper [0921886]
8096160 #6 Small Lower [0921889]
8096170 #7S UR/LL [0921894]
8096172 #8S UL/LR [0921895]
8096174 #9S Lower Anterior [0921896]
8096176 #10S Upper Anterior [0921897]

Solid
8096162 #7 Partial UR/LL [0921890]
8096164 #8 Partial UL/LR [0921891]
8096166 #9 Lower Anterior [0921892]
8096168 #10 Upper Anterior [0921893]

TRA-TENS
WATERPIK 

Tra-Tens have a versatile
design which provides
extremely accurate
impressions. Tra-Tens
impression trays have a
unique, fully perforated pattern that enables
excellent mechanical retention. 

Upper, 12/Pkg.
8322260 #1 Small [13451]
8322261 #2 Medium [13452]
8322262 #3 Large [13453]

Lower, 12/Pkg.
8322263 #4 Small [13454]
8322264 #5 Medium [13455]
8322265 #6 Large [13456]

Anterior, 12/Pkg.
8322266 #7 [13457]

UL/LR, 12/Pkg.
8322267 #8 [13458]

UR/LL, 12/Pkg.  
8322268 #9 [13459]
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